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What are you going to design? 

I want to design a street! 

A street? ... Why? 
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Because it has long been ignored in master plans, and so has the individ

ual. The street is where individuals encounter each other within the public 

realm. This is vital in understanding each other and cultures. It is this 'street 

communication' that I want to develop within an "Edge city". 

An "Edge City"? 

Yes ... The edge city, as defined by Joel Garreau, is the new frontier of ur

ban development. Typically placed along the physical edge of cities, these 

urban centers allow the dweller and worker a place to live, work, and play. 

Further he describes why he terms them Edge Cities: 

This new world is the cutting edge- of how cities are being cre

ated worldwide. 

This upheaval is occurring physically on the edge- of the urban 

landscape 

The rules that govem its creation involve a search for edge- for 

advantage. 

Preface 
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And right now, at least, Edge City puts people on edge. It can give them the 

creeps. 

Edge city is any place that: 

• Has five million square feet or more of leasable office 

space-the workplace of the information age. 

High density buildings with high occupancy. 

• Has 600,000 square feet or more of leasable retail 

space. 

National department stores and about 80 shops and 

boutiques. Specialty stores. 

• Has more jobs than bedrooms. 

The population increases. People move towards it It is 

a critical mass. 

• Is perceived by the population as one place. 

It is mixed-use and live, work, play. 

• Was nothing like "city" as recently as thirty years ago. 

It is integrating the functions of a city in a close knit 

fabric. 

Preface 
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Where is this "Edge City" going to be? 

Currently, the Victory project in Dallas, TX is in the stages of master plan

ning and partially built I will propose a countertype "Edge City". The master 

plan of Victory still creates the street as circulatory for the functions of the 

buildings. However, the master plan seems to put the emphasis on the 

building and not the urban environment 

How so? 

The urban landscape under a postmodern microscope focuses on particular 

elements of the environment. Postmodemism regards urban space as sen

sitive to the human. Space is self-directed. The individual sees the space in 

their own way. With the belief that man is inherently good, postmodemism 

yearns to free mankind from the ills of a tyrannical architectural style or 

ideal (Modernism). Diversity is not chaos and complexity is not disorgan

ized. Complexity and diversity make up city life. The fear that man cannot 

be civil without control goes against democracy and human rights. Instead 

• 
of attempting to create a homogeneous people, this process allows for se/f-

diversification. Communication allows us to decentralize urban forms and 

permit us to team from one another no matter our location. 

Preface 
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Is this an urban design project? 

I am portraying it as one because for there to be the interaction in the 

street, we need people. The urban environment is inherently popularized by 

people. 

How is the street Architecture? 

It is architecture because it is space defined by built forms. The facades of 

buildings create the fayade of the street and vice versa. In physics we de

fine gravity as the pull of force towards the center of the Earth. The ground 

holds us with equal force. The space between buildings holds the far;ade as 

much as the fayade holds the street (space between buildings). 

So what is your thesis? 

It is a proposed countertype "Edge City" of the Victory development, focus

ing the design of the street level as a spatial experience to engage the ur

ban dweller, revealing itself as territory. 

Preface 
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Abstract 

A new district will rise in the form of a revision to the Victory Thesis, Facility, Context 

master plan, by superimposing systems a new street environment will 

be created by means of urban issues explored through postmodern 

theories. 

I will use Edge City and postmodern theory as filters for analysis. 

Edge City describes 'Laws' to follow when designing a successful urban 

district (Garreau 463-71 ). The postmodern theories are other filters that can 

examine ways of customizing spaces for the individual. I will examine the 

street layout according to the connections it makes with the rest of the city 

as well as the connections made in the district I will review the numbers of 

Victory and see if they fit the terms defined by Joel Garreau. I will examine 

the heights of buildngs, widths of streets and features of the development 

Through the analysis conducted I will form a countertype to the current 

plans for the Victory project. With the examination of the street, a new dis· 

trict will be formed based on time-places revealing new territories that are 

often overlooked in most master plans. 

What was once a Brownfield site, Victory's master plan intro· 

duces a new shopping, working, living experience close to downtown Dal· 
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Abstract 

las. Uterally across the freeway from the Central Business District (CBD) Thesis, Facility, Context 

and the West End, Victory adds a new anchor to the city of Dallas. Located 

minutes North is the Uptown dstrict that has encouraged growth towards a 

more dense urban populace. While the new development adds to this den-

sity, individuals will be able to use the downtown amenities such as the 

Dallas Museum of Art, the Meyerson Symphony Hall, and the Nasher 

Sculpture Garden as well as many other benefits to being located down-

town. 
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Theory 

Edge City- Laws of developments 
Postmodern Urbanism- Defining what we do 
Condition of Postmodemity- Pluralist theme 
Urban Issues-- Design of a streetwise district 
Victory 



Edge city 

According to Joel Garreau, a senior fellow at George Mason Uni- Laws of development 

versity, an edge city can be defined in five parts. 

• Five million square feet of leasable office space or more . 

• Six hundred thousand square feet of retail space or more. 

• A population that increases at 9 am on workdays-marking 

the location as primaril}t a work center, not a residential suburb. 

• A local perception as a single end destination for mixed use

jobs, shopping, entertainment. 

• A history in which, thirty years ago, the site was by no 

means urban: it was overwhelmingly residential or rural 

in character. 

This descriptive and suggestive analysis of these urban centers 

allow for judgment to be exercised when finding or, in this thesis, designing 

an edge city. Assuming Americans are on a quest for conviction, Garreau 

suggests that the past forty years have been a slow moving rebellion 

against the elder ways (Introduction) Authority has been interrogated and 

Garreau writes through time Americans have changed and are changing 

the way we live, work, and play. This contemporary idea links the relation

ship with postmodern thought and has many parallels that can be deduced. 

Garreau, Joel. Edae Cjtv· Life on the New Frontier. An
chor Books: New York. 1991. 
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Edge city 

The idea of allowing the change, accepting it as a part of the way things Laws of development 

work is evident in most postmodern theory. The edge city is suggestive of 

how everything evolves over time and Americans are willing to change for 

that evolution. Mr. Garreau's perception of Americans as a • ... wildly ind-

vidualistic, determined culture that may or may not know how to resolve 

dilemmas, but that does attack obstacles-compulsively and reflexively" ech-

oes a common theme in contemporary thought (xx). While we make 

changes, we are looking at how each of us can change in conjunction with 

our actions. The premise of trying to improve ourselves through experience 

offers chance to arise, allowing time to operate appropriately. Edge Cfty is a 

book that Mr. Garreau has written based on his research that span four 

years. Through his explorations across America he has perceived an over-

all change of the city fabric. He accounts of the "Edge City" as a movement 

of mixed-use building through stories, interviews, revelations, and percep-

tions. We are moving in new directions to free ourselves from bleak loca-

tions towards a newly defined type of city. 

Mr. Garreau has listed common 'Laws' developers use when 

choosing plans for a development These 'Laws' are useful when deciding 

locations of shops, offices, and residences. I will use these 'Laws' as some 

of the decidng filters when analyzing the Victory project. 
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Numbers Description 

600 The farthest distance an American will willingly walk before 

getting into a car. (ft.) (the length of two football fields) 

1500 The distance people are willing to walk if the walk is pleasant and 

attractive, and the use of the car is inconvenient (ft.) 

Thou shalt break their (shopper) line of sight. 

300 The furthest parking distance from the building. (ft.) 

3-4 Blocks an American will walk in downtown. 

5 

300 

200 

Blocks an American will walk in New York. 

The speed an American will walk in a big-city downtown. (ft/min) 

The speed an American will stroll past a shop display. (ft/min) 

1000 Pedestrians per hour at midday required to make 

an urban center work and be lively. 

0-1 Stories an American will walk up or down. 

7,000 Riders a light-rail system needs to be cost effective. 

14.5 Million square feet of office space to generate 7,000 riders. 

5 Million square feet of leasable office space to reach critical mass. 

45 Minutes is the maximum desirable commute time. 

Edge city 

Laws of development 
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Postmodern Urbanism 

Postmodern urban design relates objects by the connections they Defining what we do 

possess. It examines the space between buildings, the buildings them- Ellin, Nan. Postmociern Urbanism. Princeton: New York. 

selves, the context in which the space develops, and the roles of historical, 1999 

physical, and economic concerns with society. It is a holistic approach to 

the process that focuses on growth and conservation of the city. 

Nan Ellin, in her book Postmodern Urbanism, presents distinctive 

themes that separate Modernism from Postmodemism (111). Where Mod

ernism looked to disassociate itself from the past and create from tabula 

raza, Postmodemism embraces the past refining the current environment 

When the modem plan tried to create a place of neutrality, postmodernism 

searched for the spirit of the place (genius loci). When modernism equated 

the building as a machine and announced "Less is more·, postmodern 

thought promotes the use of symbols and announces "More is more•. Post

modernist belief is a non-utopia of accommodation to the user, and use of 

familiar elements all in opposition with the modem movement. The goal of 

postmodern urbanism is to create beginning elements that evolve over 

time. It is an effort to achieve unity by allowing forces to shift with one an

other. 

Postmodemism regards urban space as sensitive to the human. 
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Postmodern Urbanism 

Space is self-directed. The individual sees the space in their own way. With Defining what we do 

the belief that man is inherently good, postmodern theory longs to free 

mankind from the ills of a tyrannical architectural style. Diversity is not anar-

chy and complexity is not dsorganized. Complexity and diversity make up 

city life. The fear that man cannot be civil without control goes against de-

mocracy and human nature. Instead of "creating a homogeneous" people, 

the postmodern design process allows for self-diversification. 

Looking at the past for creative design can be beneficial. • Most of 

the exemplary recent urban design initiatives are engaged in healing scars 

left by interventions of the modem era .. ." Nan Ellin is describing adaptive 

re-use of the built environment. One modernist notion was to flatten the 

land and start from scratch (Tabula Raza). One way of disjoining from this 

idea is to preserve what we have and re-use buildings that meet a new 

function. The Victory site was once used for industrial purposes, however 

the particular functions were no longer needed. The site, to be habitable, 

had to be cleared. 

This revision of Victory will possess characteristics of postmodern 

urban design. It will find relationships and connections between on-site and 
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Postmodern Urbanism 

off-site elements. It will examine the space between buildings, the buildings Defining what we do 

themselves, and the context in which the space develops. It will collectively 

approach the process of growth and conserve the city. 
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Condition of Postmodemity 

In Soft City, written by Jonathan Raban in the early 1970's, A Pluralist theme 

theme can be derived of a poignant tum in thought from Modernism. In Harvey, David. The condition of Postmodernitv. Basil 

197 4 when Soft City was published talk within academic and popular circles Blackwell: Mass. 1989· 

were interested in a similar theme Raban was describing. He believed in 

the city as containing individuals and not a possible life of homogeny. It was 

a feeling that the city is too complicated a place to ever be disciplined in the 

way Modernists' thought. Fact and imagination, or creativity, must be fused 

in the city. His notion of 'subjective individualism' (personal independence) 

is overwhelmingly against the homogenous people of a utopian Modem 

city. When Raban relates the city to a 'labyrinth' he describes how easy it is 

to get lost in the city. If the concern is violence it is because 'signals, styles, 

systems of rapid, highly conventionalized communication' has broken down 

in the city. (6) Another idea he suggests is the architect must include him-

self with the people rather than playing the role of omniscient architect In-

stead of putting faith in being a problem solver, the architect should be a 

problem seeker and make adjustments within design. The architect cannot 

solve city problems because cities are continually changing in size. Popula-

tions increase and decrease, and technology is pushing the city into new 

forms. Buildings are not solutions to social problems, they provide func-

tional space and shelter. 
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Condition of Postmodernity 

Charles Jencks, Robert Venturi, Scott Brown, and lzenour influ- Pluralist theme 

enced popular thought to move away from modernism towards postmod-

emism. They co-wrote the book entitled Leaming from Las Vegas, in which 

they insist the architect could learn more from popular and vernacular land-

scapes than from the theories of a figurative set of guidelines. These archi-

tects called for an awakening of the masses to design for the people rather 

than false ideas. Another influence includes Jane Jacobs who attacked the 

modem plans in the 1960's and emphasized the importance of the street in 

her book The Death and Ufe of Great American Cfties. An article in the 

New York Times described the plans were becoming 'pluralistic' and rede-

fining the way cities should be built. The city was now being noticed as a 

mix of spaces rather than planned zones of functions. David Harvey states 

in his book Condi6on of Postmodernfty, " 'Collage City' is now the theme 

and 'urban revitalization' has replaced the vilified 'urban renewal' as the key 

buzz-word in the planner's lexicon." (40) David Harvey suggests the ideas 

of planners were changing towards a more livable city for individuals. 

Postmodemism, based on David Harvey's account of the early 

?O's, describes a world of change in culture and society. Harvey interprets 

these ideas as a • ... vigorous denunciation of abstract reason and a deep 
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Condition of Postmodemity 

aversion to any project that sought universal human emancipation through Pluralist theme 

mobilization of the powers of technology, science, and reason." (41) The 

idea that humans can live a utopian life through control of nature is a ridicu-

lous assumption. Nature cannot be bound nor do humans have the power 

to control it. An overall theme that I have extracted from The Condition of 

Postmodernfty is one of pluralism. The pluralism that postmodemism de-

scribes allows each individual a voice that is justifiably accepted. Any city 

planner or developer should keep in mind that the more creative and imagi-

native a place is, the more advantages there are for individuals and cities to 

prosper. 
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Emergence 

The book entitled Emergence: The connected lives of ants, From bottom to top 

brains, cities, and software, written by Steven Johnson, describes how the Johnson, Steven. Emergence: The connected lives of 

concept of "Streetwise" works. Observing an ant colony, he describes the ~i.brains . cities, and software. Scribner: New York. 

conditions of the colony and how each member has a role in serving the 

greater good. Ants move based on pheromones and minimal cognitive 

skills. The incividual ant has a role in providing for the colony. Some ants 

are harvesters and some are nest-builders. The interesting observation is 

that sometimes the ant changes its duty. As a collective the individual is 

performing whatever task the chemical sends to its receptors. If this is so, 

"How does an ant know when to change?" Mr. Johnson describes it in 

terms of swarm logic. If s the idea of the individual observing its surround-

ings and changing to fit. This is a concept fundamental to Streetwise. At the 

street level, the incividual observes the surroundings and decides what to 

do. This is simply stated, possibly too simple. However, when the individual 

is available to go somewhere or do something it is a decision that will affect 

the whole. The bumping in to each other and sharing "pheromones" or 

small talk, increases our understanding of things. This "system" works from 

the bottom-up. It lets the incividual decide what is important, then that im-

portance leads to an emergence. The emergence according to Johnson is 

about systems governing themselves, giving up control to let the individual 
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take over. This does not mean anarchy, in fact it is far removed from that It 

is a governed system with controls, however no expectations perhaps. This 

emerging behavior was inspirational and motivational for the development 

of the design concept These ideas brought about by Mr. Johnson can be 

applied throughout any dscipline. It is a way of planning the non-plan. Its 

setting up a situation to take over itself. Letting the controlled be the control

ler. This book has led me to materialize the "Streetwise" concept and gain 

support for it 

Emergence 
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Urban Issues 

Research has proven that the urban state is complex and frag- Design of a streetwise district 

mented. It would be impossible to alleviate every problem that a city en-

counters all at one time, if ever. This thesis is aware that since the urban 

fabric is constantly changing, the design will engage time and space as 

evolutionary components. People must feel safe in their environment thus, 

the design will discover ways of creating highly comfortable spaces. Also, 

with higher density comes a responsibility for public transportation and that 

will be a vital aspect of this design as well. 

1. Time and space are components 

2. High comfort levels in spaces 

3. Means of public transportation 

4. Connections to other districts in Dallas 

Potential Design Response 

The street will become a territory of fragmented engaging spaces. 

Buildings will be formed according to the needs of the users. Through as

sumptions, spaces will highlight the buildings meaning to the user in a con

ceptual way. Street spaces will change with the fa~de of the buildings, 

angles will be introduced to break up the linearity of the street The streets 

13 
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Urban Issues 

will be a series of connected public and private spaces. Occasional plazas Design of a streetwise district 

or squares will open up corridors. The heart of the development is the 

American Airlines Center and that shall remain in its place. 

Functions of the street 

• Route (Automobile} 

• Path (Pedestrian} 

• Experience 

• Social inhibitor 

• Linkage from building to building 

• Linkage from site to city 

The street must have a sense of enclosure. 

• Entry 

• Place 

• Exit 

14 



Plan of Public Square ratio 

Unintenupted length of street (max.) 

Dynamic open views 

Effective placement of terminal buildings 

Overhanging upper floors help with a sense of enclosure 

Street width 

Building height 

Open space I height Ratio 

Buildings should appear as surfaces not mass 

Along the path, plazas shall open and close spaces 

Seating shall be placed with interactive tools 

Allow shoppers to shop 

Artwork for sociability 

Build close to the sidewalk 

Provide places for music 

Urban Issues 

3: 1 Design of a streetwise district 

1 mile Moughtin, Cliff. Urban Design: Street and Square. Reed 

20-30' 

3-4 stories 

1:1-1:2.5 

International: Great Britain. 1992. 

Sucher, David. City Comforts: How to build an Urban 
Village. City Comforts Press: Seattle 1995. 

Enhance identity with landscape and identify landscaping species 

Maps on sidewalks 

Identifiable markings 

Smooth edges, provide sound barriers. 

15 
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Victory 

Currently, Victory is a master plan for a 65 acre dstrict of mixed www.victorydallas.com 

uses just north of downtown Dallas. This district is a vision of Hillwood de

velopment company and many other companies are collaborating and de

tailing this pedestrian-oriented edge city. I term this project an edge city 

based on the number of office spaces induded in the development, loca

tion, and the mixed uses. Hillwood is playing an important role in adding I!!{ 
•I• 

business and residence close to the core of the city. The American Air1ines dli 
Center is located in the center of the development lending to the exciting 

environment. This dstrict will anchor other important districts that surround 

and exist in the downtown area. The West End, Central Business District 

(CBD), the Arts District, and the International Market Center are all well 

within proximity to capitalize on this new relationship. The Trinity River Rail

way will be used for commuting to Victory from Fort Worth, Arlington, and 1· ij•! 
Irving. f{1Jl ' 

lid 
Land Use information- r ' 

Site Area: 65 acres 
Total Dwelling units: 1,000 
Retail: 600,000 sq. ft. 
Office: 4 - 6,000,000 sq. ft. 
Zoned areas: 4 acres of open space, 2.5 acres must be landscaped 
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TRANSPORTATION MAP LOOKING SOUTH 
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RESIDENTIAL FACADES 
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CINEMA COMPLEX FACADE 
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PERSPECTIVES FROM THE PEDESTRIAN LEVEL 
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PERSPECTIVES FROM THE PEDESTRIAN LEVEL 
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PLAZA PERSPECTIVE WITH VICTORY TOWER 
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BASE OF VICTORY TOWER 
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PEDESTRIAN SHOPPING 
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Urban Analysis 

City Levels 
What Time is This Place? 
Analysis through filters 
-Mission 
-Urban organization 
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City Levels 

City Levels describes the city in segments and discusses the ne- Barley, Nick and Ally Ireson ed. City Levels. Birkhauser: 
London. 2<XXl. 

cessity of examining each in detail. The street level is something of concern 

to this thesis for it holds many functions. The street is not only a function of 

circulation and retreat, but acts as a transition to the next level, up or down. 

City Levels questions why we rush to get out of the street Are we afraid of 

the street, cars, people, or does the street not compel us to sta'{? When 

comparing the street to other segments of the city, similarities and differ

ences can be found. The height we gain by moving upwards gives a per

spective one cannot achieve on the street. However it does not mean that 

the street does not have its own stimulating perspective. In fact, much more 

is happening on the street than one might realize. It describes the street 

space as 'a definitive public environment characterized by a bricolage of 

facades, and a combination of scale and density.' (69) The layers of surface 

the street holds can be dynamic and intriguing. The book mentions Kevin 

Lynch's What Time is This Place? In which he perceives the street ' ... as 

routes to connect dramatic sequences of experiences .. .'and 'the best cities 

are famous for their walks.' The book suggests that the street will always be 

the last thing familiar for orientation or territory, even when the building is 

erased. These ideas express an importance on the street level that is often 

ignored when developing master plans. 

28 
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While examining the Victory projec~ the master plan seems to be 

ignoring the street as a possible built environment. It leaves it open for 

mere circulation and not spaced experiences along a path. I feel the fa

cades and spaces lack the feeling of enclosure (Entry, Place, Exit). When 

City Levels 

Kevin Lynch refers to cities as being famous for their walks, it is due to the --------'--_.... .............................. 

experience of the walk, not simply the route from one place to another. 

Fundamental to postmodern urbanism is the experience of the 

individual, the capitalization of humanity as individuals making up the .. ---• 

whole. It is not looking at people in a homogeneous way, however it is het

erogeneous. The cifferences in people are what set us apart; these differ

ences liberate and redefine our sense of culture. Urbanism is about culture 

and the street is where urban culture takes place. City Levels ends with a 

very significant quote of Lefebvre from his essay 'Quotidian et Quotidien

nette' (published in 1972) in which he describes possible outcomes of street 

exploration .. 

"Why should the study of the banal itself be banal? Are not the 

surreal, the extraordinary, the surprising, even the magical, also part of 

real? Why wouldn't the concept of everydayness reveal the extraordinary in 

the ordinary?" 

Why can't street level be revealing territory? 

29 
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What Time is This Place? 

Kevin Lynch's book What Time is This Place? examines the rela- Lynch, Kevin. What Time is This Place?. MIT: Mass. 

tionship between time and place, questioning the relationship of environ-

mental change and social change and finding loose connections with the 

vast number of links. He describes cisasters and migration as two forms of 

environmental change. A devastating blow to the environment can easily 

wipe out a society or cause it to degrade in form. This social change is 

more destructive than beneficial obviously. Another form of change is of a 

smaller scaled occurrence. Usually, a less severe disaster will ignite the 

people into an attitude of rebuilcing and typically will become unyielding in 

its patterns. In his examination of the nomad, he describes a changing of 

the environment by moving from one to another. The migrant takes his be

longings and his society with him. He describes that colonies in a new 

wortd, with no dominant society nearby, will rely on the past social experi

ences and create an eventual reactionary copy. They will modify the new 

environment to respond to the previous. A radical environmental change 

does not bring on radical social change, with the exception of the short run. 

If a radical change were imposed the people would see it as a disaster, 

thus collapsing or revolting and reversing the man-made catastrophe. 

Should there be a relationship between the environment and the social 

change, the modification of one will be a mocification of the other. In relat-

1972. 
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ing time to place Kevin Lynch dscusses, "Effective action and inner well

being depend on a strong image of time: a vivid sense of the present, well 

connected to future and past, perceptive of change, able to manage and 

enjoy it." (240) Lynch further argues, "The form of the environment- the 

distribution of objects and activities in space and time- can encourage the 

growth of a strong image of time, can support and enrich it... Environmental 

action can increase our satisfactions today and improve our chances for 

survival and development tomorrow." (241) Lynch suggests that the way 

we perceive our existence is through the order of space and time. ·we live 

in time-places." If this is so, we must look at the past, present, and future. 

As we experience our surroundings we are categorizing them and putting 

emphasis on particular events. With the thought of applying time to our ex

perience, we can look to our past and understand our feelings. 

(Experience) We then apply them to the present. (Understanding) Then 

look to our future as an exciting time of possible experiences. (Change) The 

environment is unique in every aspect Time is important to examine in rela

tion to place. The experiences we encounter develop through time. This 

change is inevitable. It is to our benefit we look at change as progressive 

for our minds and spirits. We must use change within the environment to 

promote healthy living towards a life-enhancing drection. Lynch suggests 

What Time is This Place? 
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that the environmental image of time-place can play a role in speeding the 

necessary change. 

What Time is This Place? 
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Analysis through Filters 

A set of guidelines has been designated for the functions of the 

buildings with the use of Victory's program. Interactions will be placed along 

the path so the pedestrian can experience particular spaces prepositionally. 

These engagements are represented as particular functions, spaces, and 

abstract necessities of the path and buildngs. Some aspect of the buildings 

functions will be explored and wherever it is, it will be exposed to the pe

destrian. Paths will also enter buildings if it is needed. Along the path the 

pedestrian will experience these modes and will engage themselves in the 

course they are walking. Buildings will collide with the street and the street co-
will collide with the buildngs. The spaces created will be fragments of both I 
spaces. Through these experiences, pedestrians will interact with others, 

gain an awareness of the place, and perform actions that will most likely 

occur only in this district 

-ITJ 
I 
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The street is the bonding element of an urban environment. The 

new dstrict will provide a sense-ual environment through the experience of 

the street level. With a mixed-use development and a dense population the 

people of the area will be energized and the atmosphere will engage the 

user. The street environment becomes a new territory to explore. The 

senses are turned on, stimulating people on their journey to any place 

along their path. Also, spaces will be provided throughout the district to in

vite people to share ideas and provoke interesting thought 

Mission 
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Public: Public space will require streets, sidewalks, plazas, green areas, 

open and covered areas for use by the population. 

Private: Living quarters of various sizes. Efficiencies, 1-2-3 bedroom apart

ments, and townhomes will be consistent with the types of housing. Some 

will be rental property, subsidzed, and some purchase. 

Indoor: Housing, meeting rooms, office facilities, stores and shops, enter

tainment venues will be indoors. 

Outdoor: Entertainmen~ excitement, exploration, social activities will be 

provided in outdoor spaces. 

This district should allow the freedom to relate with others, provide shelter 

from the weather, and engage the users of the cistrict in order to make a 

safe environment. 

Mission 
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Mission 

Functions of the street Street as place 

• Route (Automobile) 

• Path (Pedestrian) 

• Experience 

• Envelope(+,-) 

• Social incubator (Plazas, squares, courtyards) 

• Linkage from buildng to building 

The street must have a sense of enclosure 36 

• Entry 

• Place 

• Exit 



Plan of Public square ratio 

Uninterrupted length of street 

Dynamic open views 

Effective placement of terminal buildings 

3:1 

1 mile 

Overhanging upper floors help with a sense of enclosure 

Street width 

Building height 3-4 stories 

Open space I height Ratio 

Climate 

20-30' 

1:1-1:2.5 

Mission 

Street as place 
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Parking Retail Retail Parking 

The centerpiece for the Victory site is the American Airlines Cen

ter. The office, retail, and residential have relationships to each other. Park

ing should have relationships with all of the elements in the site. These or

ange lines represent the connecting spaces or possible plazas, interaction 

zones, or movement up and down along the path. 

Urban Organization 

Spatial Analysis 
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Overview 
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Site Analysis 
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Through an examination of where we live, a growth in urban living 

is on the rise. The city is now increasing in density because of mixed-use 

developments located around the central city. These urban centers, termed 

"Edge Cities" by Joel Garreau, are being placed all over America. These 

developments bring activity and life to the city stimulating the social interac

tion between urban cmellers. In Dallas, TX a development currently being 

proposed is known as Victory. Located literally across the street from down

town Dallas, this 65 acre site will be the home of offices, residences, shops 

and entertainment venues. The American Airtines Center, which will house 

the Dallas Mavericks, Dallas Stars and many other events, has already 

sparked the development The proposition of this construction has led to a 

viable and a reality-based thesis project. 

While examining the current plan, my thesis looks in detail, as

pects of Victory as an "Edge City". There are many aspects to examine 

within the urban district However, a master plan will be proposed and the 

concentration of detail will focus on the 'street level'. Slicing the district hori

zontally creating a detailed perspective will be an achievement in examining 

the street echelon. The purpose of cutting this slice is to look at the district 

from a human perspective. The street is typically used for circulation and 

Overview 
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means of transportation. Most modem master plans have been firmly based 

on false assumptions in science, technology, and reason. Not only of the 

perspective from above, it includes the premise of the architect as placed 

above the common man. The ideology of man controlling nature has long 

been overdue for a mass reckoning. This omnipotent perception of plan

above-man can be detrimental to the overall good of not only the design, 

but to humankind. Most master plans ignore the street as a viable design 

element of the urban fabric. Without looking at the street from the pedes

trian level, how can we plan for the human? 

The negative space created between buildings can be explored 

and new territories can be created. This complex space has potential for 

developing society through a fragmented experience of the street. This ex

perience will be based on issues such as comfort, time and space setting, 

connection with the downtown, and circulation. The comfort level of a pe

destrian on a street is dfferent than someone driving a car. The safety and 

security of the pedestrian will be paramount in the development of this dis

trict. The comfort level must be high for people to walk the streets and inter

act with each other. Devices should be used to enhance the experience of 

time and space. Through interactive spaces people can learn about other 

Overview 
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people's experiences. The next issue is relationship of movement for the 

pedestrian and automobile. The circulation will be convenient for both auto

mobile and pedestrian, including public transportation along the DART light 

rail and bus system. In the end, the project will represent a district that is 

safe for pedestrians and stimulates social interaction through a sense-ual 

street environment conducive to the communication of people. 

Overview 
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Land Use information

Site Area: 

Total Dwelling units: 

Gross Project Density: 

80 acres 

3,000 

37.5 units per acre 

Housing Types: Rentat. apartments, townhouses, lofts, corporate suites, 

For-Sale: Townhouses 

Parking Ratio: 

Land Use Plan-

Residential 

Roads/Parking 

Open Space 

Public Parks 

Acres 

39 

16 

10 

15 

Percent of Site I 
48.8% I 

20.0% 

12.5% 

18.7% 

Total 80 100% 

Sidewalks are paved brick with mature shade trees planted in 25 foot inter

vals. Bike racks, benches, litter containers, and other street furniture add 

usability to the pedestrian-friendly public spaces. Most residential buildings 

are four stories tall with some cases of three residential apartments located 

Addison Circle 
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atop a retail store. The fayade of the buildings have balconies and large 

windows adding to the character of the area. 

Residential Streets 

Sidewalks are 12 feet wide from curb to the building setback. The setback 

is six feet for landscaping. 

Boulevards 

Sidewalks are 14 feet wide with a 10 foot setback to the building. This extra 

setback allows for outdoor seating and landscape. 

Most buildings surround courtyards that have pools. These areas are spe

cifically private (Secure within the building) while the street areas are public. 

Fader, Steven. Density by Design: New Directions in 
Residential Development. Urban Land Institute: Washing
ton, D.C. 2000. 
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Land use information

Site Area: 

Total Dwelling units: 

61.2 acres 

446 

Gross Project Density: 7.3 units per acre 

Housing Types: Single-Family detached, townhouses, condominiums 

Lot Size: 3,000 square feet 

Gross Residential Density: 10.85 units per acre 

Parking, Total: 835 spaces 

Parking Ratio: 1.9 spaces/unit 

Land use plan- Acres Percent of Site 

Residential 30.2 49.4% 

Recreation/ Amenities 1.1 1.7% 

Roads/Parking 20.1 32.8% 

Open Space 7.8 12.7% 

Other 2.0 3.3% 

Total 61.2 100% 

After two years of research and discussion, Orenco Station was designed 

to be a transit oriented 'residential village.' This district is designed using 

Orenco Station 

the light rail. The sidewalks are 17 feet wide including the setback. In resi-----==-----
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dential areas street widths are at minimum 25 feet induding parallel parking 

on one side. The residential parking is in the rear where garages are Fader, Steven. Density by Design: New Directions in 

placed. The smallest lots are 40 feet iMde. Dwelling units are positioned 5 ResidenUal Development. Urban Land Institute: Washing-
ton, D.C. 2000. 

feet from lot line which abuts the other lot, creating a 12-15 feet easement 

for landscaping and window placement 
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Site Analysis 

I DART East and West 
Bus Terminals 

I Victory district 

I Arts District 

I West End 

I Farme(s Market 

A I Courthouse 

I I HalVConvention Center c·1y 

I Reunion Arena 
47 

Trinity Railway 
Express 

Dart Rail 
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VICTORY MASTERPLAN 



This map represents unified spaces. The colors detennine the 

sense of place each zone has. Red is more pedestrian/less car, green is 

less pedestrian/more car, blue is area encompassing the American Airlines 

Center. 
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Without the background map, the zones can be seen as hier

archal spaces. The line slashing through the center is the street that sepa

rates the district with respect to pedestrian and car usage. The connection 

with the West end exists to the right, however further examination is re

quired to determine if it is successful. 
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Ultimately, this design will be lead by the street It is my concern 

that the street has long been ignored in master plans, especially in urban 

designs. I feel the street as one of, if not the most important element of ar

chitecture in urban design. The public and private realm experience of the 

street occur every day. The path from builcing to building will be an open 

exploration for the pedestrian. Doing so will heighten the awareness of gen

ius loci, set the stage for the street as time-place experiences, and set a 

level of comfort for the individual with the adaptation of human scale. The 

master plan of Victory seems to ignore aspects of transportation, views, 

and perhaps even human scale. The master plan I will propose will identify 

the issues and explore possible solutions. 

Authors such as Nan Ellin, David Harvey, and Steven Johnson 

have set a tone for the architectural thought behind this thesis. Postmod

emism is a belief in the human race as a group of incividuals with their own 

ideas and convictions equally acceptable in society. The design must be 

cohesive with the pedestrian scale, acceptable to change, and deter auto

mobile travel. With case stucies of Adcison Circle and Orenco Station, the 

design will have knowledge of how some types of "Edge Cities" work. Joel 

Garreau has brought the attention on these newly formed urban centers 

Summary 
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and now leads a group to find how they are successful in a world that is so 

chaotic. This thesis is interesting to me for I hold the future in an optimistic 

way. I see the future incorporating more edge cities, creating denser public 

realms. If the street is not realized as an architectural element in design, I 

feel the public would lose possible interactions among incividuals further 

distancing our relationships with each other. 

Summary 
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Responding to the Issues at Hand 

Design Process 
Design Response 
Thesis, Architecture and Beyond 
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This project examines a void in Dallas. To describe the void that 

exists now would be to describe a wound. It stings when you look at it, re

quires ointment to heal, and usually leaves scars. Dallas is in pain. In 

Downtown, the safest place to be is inside a building. This weakens the 

street and has partly led to its demise. The street as a space is the main 

idea developed in the book City Levels in which they posed a question, 

"Why can't the street be revealing territory?" While touring downtown Dallas 

the question was considered. How can an architect make the street reveal

ing territory? Better yet, how can the street reveal itself to a person? It is 

clear Dallas has a weak identity. Parts are nice, however, there is some

thing missing! Dallas is not revealing its streets. Many scholars have written 

about the importance of the street In Death and Ufe of Great American 

Cities, Jane Jacobs opens with , " Streets in cities serve many purposes 

besides carrying vehicles, and city sidewalks - the pedestrian parts of the 

street- serve many purposes besides carrying pedestrians.• What Jacobs 

describes here are the social qualities such as the safety factor of people 

and eyes on the street. This area will be full of strangers, yet safe because 

the street is safe. It becomes a safe environment when there is room for the 

individual to move about This revelation is important to note for this project 

reveals its streets by connecting solids through the space between (void). 

Design Process 
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The streets of Dallas are poor. The closest attempt at creating a 

safe street is at two districts set apart as far as possible with little connec

tion between the West End and Deep Ellum. These districts are separated 

by the downtown core and exist at the East and West end of the downtown. 

This separation of parts can be seen all over the city. This project will not 

follow the past and separate itself from the surrounding context This pro

ject will connect the new to the old. 

The first connection is the Katy Trail which runs along the Turtle 

Creek area and cirectly to Dealey Plaza, one of the historically significant 

parts of Dallas. The line that is created by the trail is where two grids col

lide. This will be shown in the programs for the folies in the park. Similarly 

to Tschumi's follies these points, or events, are placed according to the 

Cartesian grid. The trail is the parti for this pattern and the points make up 

the line. The follies host various programmed spaces. By doing so, the 

street becomes revealing territory, which leads to the second connection. 

The problem with Dallas is connecting spaces. It doesn'tl When 

the street is revealed, spaces are connected to one another. This project 

connects the solids through the void. The void is representative of the 

street, the sidewalk, the path. It is a description of the journey. The journey 

of the individual will be one of revelation, excitemen~ enjoyment, leisure, 

Design Process 
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just to name a few. As the person progresses on their journey, the street 

will surprise them with a pocket of people, or a folie in the park, or a bench 

to sit on and watch other people on a similar journey. 

Design Process 
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Streetwise 

For a space to be streetwise it must do the following: 

Be comfortable to the pedestrian 

Encourage pedestrians to move throughout the space on foot 

Connect to the surrounding context with pedestrian elements 

Include spaces to gather people to develop communication . 

Kevin Lynch's analysis has brought about elements of the city 

through cognitive mapping. The concept developed during this thesis 

solves the issues of the program and has a relationship to Lynch's ideas . 

The Path, Node, and Landmark are parts of Streetwise and solve issues 

brought up in urban design. Streetwise is a concept of connecting lines of 

movement with engaging spaces. This thesis uses these images of the city 

to form the engaging spaces. These spaces are open to the pedestrian and 

make the street environment more exciting and sociable. The elements 

solve issues carefully and creatively. 

Design Process 

Streetwise Concept 
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After defining the issues in the programming phase of thesis, the 

site was examined with these thoughts in mind. 

Where are the constraints? 

Where are the opportunities? 

What does Dallas have? 

What does Dallas need? 

What surrounds my site? 

How do I reveal the street as a place? 

What is the situation of transportation? 

What are the images of the city? 

How do I make people comfortable? 

What makes it safe? ... 

Once the list of questions were asked, they were answered one 

at a time. Diagramming the answers and superimposing them over the ae

rial image led to design proposals. These could be called mapping exer

cises. Responses that were not easily definable or did not have merit were 

excluded. The resultant design has a logic for angles of buildings, place

ment of the trail/park, location of rail stops, etc. 

Design Process 
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Schematic Design 

The first design proposed came from the current Downtown lay

out and the uptown layout. These two "grids" have multiple attributes. 

The West End has a layout appropriate for a pedestrian environment. The 

walkable nature of the West End is desirable for Victory. Therefore scheme 

1 and 3 superimposed the layout of one of the two grids over the entire site. 

In schema 2 the two street layouts are combined, and collided. These three 

schemes vary in the street layout and building placement After considera

tion and thought the best scheme was the second. The combination of 

both layouts is appropriate when considering the city. Uptown is developing 

into a pedestrian friendy district The downtown core is the city's financial 

center and the history of the city lies in the West End area. 

Design Response 
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Preliminary Design 

Scheme 2 was decided upon because more connections could be 

made throughout Since it was decided the current site was going to be left 

untouched, it was important to incorporate the street layout in another way. 

The buildings layout were to incorporate the two street patterns. Most office 

towers are oriented for views toward the Downtown skyline. The skyline of 

Dallas is dstinct and the office towers have a great view of it 

Design Response 
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Final Presentation 

Once a new design proposal for Victory's program was devel

oped, the "Streetwise" concept was incorporated into the design. Spaces 

have been made to incorporate the "Streetwise" concept into the program. 

Once the programmatic requirements were added, focus turned to bringing 

the Katy Trail down the center of the site, connect the "Old" city and the 

residences nearby, bridging the gap between. Then public transit systems 

were considered to move throughout the site, separate lines along each 

major road made for more movement throughout the site. The Trinity Rail 

express and DART light rail meet at a large central plaza across from the 

American Airlines Center. This plaza will serve the public in many ways 

such as: music events, plays, people watching, eating, and other leisure 

activities. The residential blocks serve as private spaces. Interior as well as 

outdoor courtyards allow neighbors to meet The office par1</garden lets 

workers mingle and ciscuss business affairs. 

Design Response 
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Design Response 

Three independent systems are layered over each other and Point, Line, Plane 

combined to form a connected district The point system (attractors) is rep-

resented by the folies. The line system (circulation() the trail, transit, and 

pathways of movement. The planar (surfaces) system layer the vertical 

and horizontal surfaces . 

..-
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POINT 

The folies are representative of Bernard Tschumi's work in Pare 

de la Vilette, Paris- France. Each folie has an activity that attracts pedestri

ans and encourages movement throughout the trail and paths. The folies 

are programmed indvidually to become restaurants, art galleries, music 

shops, cafe's, bookstores, public restrooms, workshops, etc. 

Design Response 
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LINE 

dential area of Turtle Creek. The secondary path runs perpendicular to the 

Katy trail and is contained in the main public plaza. The Trinity Railway Ex

press and DART Rail stop are at the East-West end of the plaza. Outdoor 

cafes line the North/South ends of the plaza. The line system includes the 

points (folies) as attractions that encourage people to move throughout the 

district on foot. It is through this movement that people can discover new 

things and'or "emerge". 

Design Response 
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PLANE 

The different surfaces lay in the horizontal and vertical plane. The 

surfaces that are horizontal are the paving stones, grass, road, etc. The 

vertical surfaces enclose the outdoor space. Similar to the Vilettte project, 

this thesis uses the horizontal surface as a system, however it introduces 

the vertical surface to enclose spaces and define the volume of the space. 

Design Response 

-
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Design Response 

Spaces in this dstrict were created for people at the scale of peo- Spaces for people 

pie. Buildings, plazas, parks, are all designed to a human scale. Public, 

private, and office spaces are scattered throughout the site and connected 

with pathways with attractions to encourage its use. Landscaping and foun-

tains cool the spaces by creating microclimates to comfort the pedestrian. 

Private outdoor places include closed and partially open court

yards in the residential areas. Also, roof gardens and recreation spaces are 

above the parking structures for residents and their visitors. In the residen

tial areas, balconies allow the residents to view the dstrict they live in from 

a height where most activities can be seen. Small parks between the resi

dential buildings can be used for leisure time. 

Public outdoor spaces include plazas, parks, folies, fountains, 

and outdoor commercial which act as landmarks and nodes to encourage 

people to talk, meet play games, enjoy music, plays and other fonns of 

entertainment 

-
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Design Response 

The Grand Plaza across from the American Airtines Center, acts Public Space 

as a node connecting the TRE, DART light rail, and folies. This plaza is set 

between the TRE and DART railstops. Many activities are programmed for 

this large public plaza includng: a large central fountain surrounded by ~~~~il~k~~~~I~ 
trees, a stage for outdoor music, seating, and landscaping Outdoor cafe's 

line the plaza on the North and South side. This space will be full of life. 

Entertainment and events can be incorporate with the American Airtines 

Center. 
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Design Response 

The intimate spaces of this dstrict are included in private and Intimate Space 

semi-private courtyards. One semiprivate courtyard is located in the North 

Sub-district This space is obviously private to outsiders, however, for the 

people that live in this area can fell comfortable to associate and meet other 

neighbors. The obvious nature I describe is steps leadng to a d'.>or, win-

dows that open to the courtyard. 

The private courtyards are those in the residential block in the 

South Sub-district. These courtyards are for the people living and their visi

tors. These courtyards are "private gardens" that can be explored and en

joyed by the residents. 

-
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Design Response 

For the office and retail workers, plazas are placed in between Office Space 

office towers and a formal office park/garden ends and begins the district 

This particular park acts as a gateway into and out of the Victory district It 
.-;-v 

,1 
ends Victory if traveling further into the West end. If coming from the West ,. ~ 

End it greets the arriving guest with columns surrounding a globe that sits in ~ 

,,~\_~\ I I 
a reflecting pool. This park/garden is subdued in character from the inner -~ 

~/-
Victory. It serves as a transition from Victory to West End and vice versa. ~ 

-
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Design Response 

Presentation 

u- (•J. -

\~ . 

Taking ~to the Streets: A Propo5al lo< a Streetwise City 

" 
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This thesis has been an education about people, architecture, 

cities, and most importantly myself. I have known in only a little amount of 

time how important Architecture is to me. After graduating high school I had 

no idea what to do. At firs~ I thought I would go into graphic design, how

ever, I started noticing I would see imperfections in buildings and some

times felt that a buildng would make more sense if it were a certain way. I 

would find myself sketching floor plans on napkins while at work. All of a 

sudden I knew what I wanted to be... an Architect. My art background 

helped visualize ideas in my head and drawing them to communicate with 

others. I came to Texas Tech to get in 5 years a degree I would be proud of 

for the rest of my life. My time here at Tech has been that of emotions on 

the extreme. The years I have spent here have been that of joy and that of 

grief. I went from an immature young man to a strong willed adult. I had no 

idea my life would change as much as it has these past 5 years. I had no 

idea my passion for Architecture could be any stronger. This thesis has 

Thesis, Architecture, and Beyond 

-
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made me question everything I know about myself, my instructors and ar

chitecture. Without Andrea and Dr. Buelinkx being so supportive, I know I 

would not be able to write this conclusion to my project. I am so proud of 

Dr. Buelinkx that she can inspire me with just a comment or question. As for 

the beyond part of this conclusion, that has not been set. My plan is to 

move to Dallas with my wife and join the onslaught of new architects to help 

improve the city in which I was born. 

Thesis, Architecture, and Beyond 
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